
AFTER-DINNER......

LIQUEUR

SAMBUCA   £4.25
KUMMEL   £4.25 
COINTREAU  £4.25
BENEDICTINE  £4.25
GRAND MARNIER £4.25
AMARETTO   £4.25
BAILEY’S   £4.25
KAHLUA   £4.25
CREME DE MENTHE £4.25
DRAMBUIE   £4.25
PEACH SCHNAPPS  £4.25
MALIBU   £4.25

Wide range of other liqueur available
please ask staff.

COFFEE    £3.25
AMERICANO   £3.50
CAPPUCCINO    £3.75
CAFÉ LATTE   £3.75
SINGLE ESPRESSO  £3.50
DOUBLE ESPRESSO  £4.50

COFFEE

COFFEE WITH lIQUEUR
IRISH COFFEE   £8.75
BRANDY COFFEE   £8.95
BAILEYS COFFEE    £8.75
COINTREAU COFFEE  £8.75



TEA LIBRARY

LAKYRSIEW GARDEN – SILVERLEAF GREEN AUTUMN  £5.75
An autumn picked green tea from LaKyrsiew, a young organic garden in Meghalaya, India with a very small 
annual crop. Refined, delicate & fruity with notes of pear and lemon.
LAKYRSIEW GARDEN – SPRING RESERVE (BLACK) LATE SPRING £5.75
A finest batch of spring, gorgeous large leaves with cakey, cocoa notes and a peach skin texture.

From The Surrounding Regions & The World

ENGLISH BREAKFAST        £3.25
The highest grade, hand rolled, black tea leaves from the Uva region of Ceylon make all the difference 
to this rich, full bodied classic.
EARL GREY          £3.50
The connoisseur’s favourite classic black-leaf tea is infused with delicate organic bergamot oranges.
GREEN TEA          £3.50
The centuries old, healing drink that refreshes the palate and leaves your body feeling very zen.
CAMOMILE          £3.50
Prized for its special flavonoids, camomile has been used for healing for centuries.
PEPPERMINT         £3.50
Crisp and refreshing organic peppermint, perfect to settle the stomach at any time of the day.
PERSIAN PINK ROSE BUD INFUSION      £4.75
Persian Roses have always been known as the Queen of roses and Iran even today produces the most 
scented roses in the world. These special rose buds lend a delicate flavour to a hot tea infusion.
MASALA CHAI         £3.95
A full-bodied organic Ceylon black tea and spices such as cardamom and cinnamon blended expertly 
to give a warming, rich blend of flavours and a sweet aroma. 

DESSERT

BOMBAY CARAMEL CUSTARD      £8.75
The British did leave a few legacies behind, one of which was the love for Crème Caramel! However Indians 
especially Bombaywallas and Irani’s in particular like to be different and our pudding is made using milk, 
cooked slowly and reduced by a third to get a slightly caramelized taste and texture. 
BEBINCA with ICE-CREAM      £9.25
Goa's most popular dessert has Portuguese origins. A pancake batter made with coconut milk and flavoured 
with nutmeg and is baked in layers. The entire process traditionally takes close to six hours. Served warm & 
a scoop of vanilla ice cream.
CARDAMOM, GINGER & SAFFRON CRÈME BRULEE    £8.75
An exotic difference to the traditional brulee. Ours is delicately, deliciously and uniquely flavoured with 
saffron, cardamom & and a hint of fresh ginger. Caramelised on top traditionally.

DARK CHOCOLATE AND SEVILLE ORANGE GATEAUX
With VANILLA ICE-CREAM      £8.95

ASSORTED MINI KULFI PLATTER     £10.95
An assortment of five different flavoured mini kulfi’s.
ASSORTED DESSERT PLATTER     £14.50
A bespoke selection of six different kinds of dessert on and off the menu. 

DESSERT PLATTER

We have managed to source some of the finest teas in the world for your enjoyment & pleasure. Teas of this calibre have 
unique tasting notes and characteristics, reflecting the artisan methods used and the terroir of each tea garden. 

All our teas are Organic from Hope & Glory.



FIRESIDE TEA        £8.95
Dark Rum and Darjeeling tea with the flavour of cinnamon and fresh lemon.
HOT SCOTCH TODDY       £7.95
Scotch whiskey with fresh lime juice, sugar and hot water served with a drop of angostura on top.
ESPRESSO MARTINI       £10.95
Stimulating and utterly delicious, made with vodka, espresso coffee, coffee liqueur, and syrup.

AFTER DINNER COCKTAILS

CRÈME VANILLA        £8.50
Award Winning Vanilla ice cream made with natural vanilla pod extract 
LACED WITH LIQUEUR OF YOUR CHOICE supplement of £2.25
RICH BELGIAN CHOCOLATE      £8.75
Two varieties of genuine chocolates make this rich and creamy ice cream a favourite.
MR TODIWALA’S HALMAN APRICOT TOFFEE ICE-CREAM £8.95
Organic Halman Apricots slow cooked until caramelised, pureed and made into a rich 
dark creamy intense ice-cream with the unique flavour of Himalayan apricots.
COCONUT & CARDAMOM ICE-CREAM     £8.75
A smooth textured ice cream with cardamom flavour.
MANDARIN SORBET       £8.50

ICE-CREAM & SORBET

ROSE KULFI        £7.75
With rose extract, -wonderful refreshing flavour.
PISTACHIO KULFI        £7.75
With chopped & pureed pistachio nuts.
HAZELNUT KULFI       £7.75
Slow roasted Sicilian Hazelnuts are pureed to a smooth paste to make this kulfi
HONEY & CREAMED SAFFRON KULFI       £7.75

KULFI
Kulfis are traditional Indian style ice creams made very slowly with the gradual condensing of milk 

and sugar, and then flavoured with either fresh fruit pulp or aromatic extracts. 

DESSERT WINES

PLALVA   France
 Glass (100ml)     £ 6.75     Bottle (500ml)    £31.50           
Beautiful   dessert wine, grapeish yet spicy. From selected grapes, full of fruitiness and surprising juicy acidity.

DOMAINE DE PIGEADE   France
 Glass (100ml)     £ 6.75     Bottle (500ml)    £31.50           
A fresh, fruit driven dessert style from Beaume de Venise in the southern Rhone. While it is sweet 
to the taste it retains zippy freshness.

TROCKENBERENAUSLESE   Riesling 
 Glass (100ml)     £ 9.75     Bottle (375ml)    £33.50           
Clear gold colour with a lovely scent of lemon, cinnamon and raisins. Smooth wine which ends in a 
long finish and lots of finesse.



ARMAGNAC V.S.O.P.       £5.95
HENESSY V.S.        £5.50
HENESSY V.S.O.P.        £5.95
HENESSY X.O.        £9.95
HENESSY PARADIS       £25.95

COGNAC

GLENKENCHIE        £6.25
From the lowlands this is a ten-year malt with a clean aroma and smooth taste.
CRAGGANMORE        £6.25
From the highlands of Spey side, this twelve-year-old malt has a firm body, with a Smokey finish.
DALWHINNIE        £6.25
From an ancient meeting place, has a healthier finish with a sweet aroma and a light & fruity taste.
OBAN          £6.75
A favourite amongst chefs, goes well with seafood.
TALISKER         £6.95
From the only distillery on the Isle of Skye, this superb ten year old malt is well balanced, 
full flavour which explodes on the palate.
LAGAVULIN         £7.95
This is a classic Islay malt, bottled with unusual maturity at sixteen years. Its Smokey pungent flavour 
is a delight to the discriminating drinker..

SINGLE MALTS
(Served multiples of 25 ml)

For the malt lovers and those developing a taste for their unique flavour and characteristics, 
we bring you classic malts from Scotland.

GLENGOYNE - 10 YEARS or 12 YEARS OLD    £6.25
Fresh green apples, toffee and a hint of  nuttiness.
GLENGOYNE - 15 YEARS OLD      £6.95
Complex, sweet and rounded – with a spicy oak finish. The flavours develop in hand-selected sherry 
casks – balancing deep character with light vanilla notes
GLENGOYNE - 18 YEARS OLD      £7.95
Spicy vanilla fruit, ripe apples and a rich, luxurious mouth feel. This is the result of  18 long years 
and a generous proportion of  first-fill sherry casks. 
GLENGOYNE - 21 YEARS OLD      £9.95
Christmas cake, honey and rich fruit – with a long cinnamon finish. Perfect after dinner, or frankly, anytime. 
We distil slower than anyone else in Scotland. Then we mature exclusively in hand-selected sherry casks, 
for twenty one character-building years.

SINGLE MALTS
(Served multiples of 25 ml)

THE BALVENIE DOUBLEWOOD - 12 YEARS    £6.25
Smooth and mellow with beautifully combined flavours ~ nutty sweetness, cinnamon spiciness and a delicately 
proportioned layer of sherry. Sweet fruit and Oloroso sherry notes, layered with honey and vanilla on the nose.
THE BALVENIE CARIBBEAN CASK - 14 YEARS    £6.95
Rounded with vanilla and sweet oak notes, with a fruity character. Rich, sweet and creamy toffee on the nose 
with Soft and lingering finish
THE BALVENIE DOUBLEWOOD - 17 YEARS    £7.95
This is an elder sibling to DoubleWood 12 Year Old and shares its honeyed, spicy characteristics, but it is 
distinctly different, with deeper vanilla notes, hints of green apple, creamy toffee and a striking richness 
and complexity.
THE BALVENIE PORTWOOD - 21 YEARS     £9.95
Refined with remarkable character, it is creamy and silky with fruit, honey and spice notes. A perfume of fruity 
and ripe raisin notes, backed by a nutty dryness on the nose with long, gentle, nutty finish.

QUINTA De COTTAS LATE BOTTLE 
Glass (100ml)     £6.50     Bottle(70cl)  £37.00 
QUINTA De COTTAS FINE WHITE PORT
Glass (100ml)     £6.50         Bottle(70cl)  £37.00   

PORT


